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| os “ReSDairtel to Bureau with copies to Seattle, 
| “Dallas and Baltimore dated 1/9/67, - . 

In view of the allegation made by Mrs. Dwight E. 
Bailey that her parents William and Loreta Violet Ringer 
bad observed Lee Harvey Oswald frequently associate with 
Jack Ruby prior to the assassination, it is necessary to 

ted interview her parents and conduct any additional logical 
-~s investigation to thoroughly pin down the allegation, . 

— . For information of Seattie and Baltimore, m 
extensive investigation was conducted by Bureau in’ this matter 

a and also into the shooting of Oswald by Jack Ruby and no _sen. 
Pi positive evidence was developed to indicate that Ruby or. ue. 
Oswald ever associated or even knew each other prior to the 
assassination, ; 

> Seattle locate and interview William Ringer and 
pin him down to specific facts within his knowledge regarding 
the allegation of Mrs. Bailey, Any logical leads developed in 

° the interview to fully resolve the matter must be set out 
promptly by airtel. Baltimore locate and interview Mrs, Lorcta 

_ Violet Ringer in the same manner. Both offices submit results 
deca «Cy: LM suitable for dissomination furnishing appropriate  __ 

copies to the office .of- origin - Dallas. 
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